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Abstract. A focal point is a kind of singular points, closely related to a core 
point, which can be derived from curvature of fingerprint ridges and valleys. It 
is expected that the focal point is more reliable than the core point in case of 
low quality fingerprint. This paper proposes a new efficient focal point localiza-
tion method based on a half concentric lens model. The half concentric lens 
window, with directional adaptive, accelerates convergence of a focal point lo-
calization process rapidly. Moreover, concentric lens similarity factor is intro-
duced in order to measure orientation and stability of an extracted focal point. 
From experimental results, the proposed scheme is out-performed most of  
singular point detection schemes in literature in term of location accuracy and 
consistency. For computational complexity, algorithm requires average 75 mil-
lisecond execution-time from original fingerprint to a unique focal point. 

Keywords: Singular Point, Focal Point, Half Concentric Lens, Concentric 
Lens’s Similarity, Fingerprint Registration. 

1   Introduction 

Large scale fingerprint identification requires extremely fast and efficient algorithm in 
order to satisfy practical demands such as national identification. To achieve this goal, 
algorithm should capture strong and distinguished global features. Consider pivotal 
features existing in general fingerprint, singular points are some of these global fea-
tures which are easily noticed by human eyes. In general, singular point can be classi-
fied into two types; core point and delta point. A focal point [1], closely related to a 
core point, can be included as one of a kind of singular points. 

In practical fingerprint identification, singular points are not easily detected. There 
exist many problems caused by finger conditions and live-scan fingerprint sensors. 
For example, finger conditions can be too dry or too wet resulting in fingerprints with 
low quality. It becomes worse if dust, sweat, and old prints are included. Moreover, 
different fingerprint sensor types can cause different types of noises and quality. 
Somehow, size of sensor is matter due to where people press their fingers, resulting in 
partial fingerprint with missing singular point. On the other hand, arch type of finger-
print has no core and most algorithms have run into the difficulties of localizing its 
core. Finally, non-linear distortion and elastic distortion is occurred between finger 
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and sensors with various pressures. These problems drastically reduce accuracy of 
most singular point detection schemes reported in literature. 

Existing works on locating singular points can be classified into three broad ap-
proaches; pattern-based, partitioning-based, and projection-based methods. The pat-
tern-based method employs fixed patterns such as core and delta models. Then these 
patterns are correlated with orientation fields or ridges of fingerprint in order to find 
the locations of similar patterns. For example, Kawagoe and Tojo proposed the classic 
and popular method, called Poincare′ index in 1984 [2]. This method searches for 
fixed patterns of core, delta, and whorl in fingerprint. A successful improvement of 
this classic method from Bazen and Gerez can be found in [3]. Park et.al. [4] analyzed 
directional field pattern and proposed filtering rules to detect singular point including 
arch type. Another sub-classes of pattern-based approach is called complex symmetri-
cal filters, introduced by Nilsson and Bigun [5]. These filter shapes are similar to core 
and delta. Singular point detection is obtained by convolving fingerprint orientation 
fields with these filter models. Hence computational complexity depends on sizes of 
filters and fingerprint image. 

The second approach, called partitioning based method, utilize boundary of quan-
tized directional fields which leads to singular point. For example, Hung and Huang 
[6], introduced fault-line, a borderline which separate two adjacent regions of the 
same quantized directional fields. These fault-lines converge to singularities. Another 
example, by Ramo et al. [7], used transition lines of orientation fields and detected 
reference points by inspection of line intersections. 

The third approach is referred to as projection-based method. The idea is to project 
fingerprint information, such as orientation fields, into some mathematic models or 
patterns, and analyze these models and patterns according to a priori knowledge, 
resulting in singular point position. For example, Jiang et al. introduced algorithm 
based on hierarchical analysis of the orientation coherence [8]. Liu et al. proposed a 
new way to project orientation fields into another field called local axial symmetry 
fields, then these fields is used to find a reference point location [9]. By projection-
based approach, the focal point was first introduced by Rerkrai and Areekul [10]. The 
focal point is a centroid of crossings, the intersection of two normal lines or gradients 
of curved ridges. The original focal point algorithm was demonstrated experimentally 
to be quite stable and a proof of concept, but it was of a very high computational 
complexity. Later Areekul et al. [11] introduced the second algorithm. Instead of 
calculating all enormous crossings to find a reliable centroid, this algorithm employs 
mean-shift approach by allowing iterative search along highly curved ridges. This 
approach reduces amount of computational time into practical implementation. How-
ever, this algorithm still needs fingerprint enhancement in order to effectively track 
local ridges. Recently Areekul and Boonchaiseree [12] introduced the third algorithm 
by analyzing a focal point from orientation fields instead of true ridges in order to 
reduce computational complexity without losing accuracy. In addition, this previous 
algorithm introduced a fixed half circle window which is suitably designed for orien-
tation field selection, resulted in algorithm having a good performance. 

In this paper, the concept of a half concentric lens or a half circle window from 
[12] is extended with directional adaptation. Moreover, concentric lens similarity 
factor is introduced in order to control algorithm’s convergence. 
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2   Concentric Lens Similarity Factor 

This proposed algorithm allows a half concentric lens to be rotated in order to find 
suitable directional field’s curves in each iteration step. The half concentric lens or a 
geometric half circle window, with radius of R (pixels) and a center point at (xc,yc) 
(pixels), contains some number of partitioning blocks as shown in Fig. 1(a). Note that 
all blocks with partial parts inside this half circle window are included. 

In order to measure pattern of directional fields in a half circle window or a half 
concentric lens, we define perfect directional fields in form of a concentric pattern as 
shown in Fig 1(d). Then we define concentric lens similarity factor (CLS), α, as fol-
lowing equation. 
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where θfh(i, j) and θcl(i, j) are actual DFs in half circle window and ideal DFs of per-
fect concentric lens pattern, respectively. Each DF of block ith column and jth row 
should be member of concentric lens, CL, or in area of half circle window. N is a 
number of reliable DF (discussed in 3.1) and M is total number of DF in half circle 
window. Note that CLS factor ranges from zero to one where one the most similarity 
and zero the least similarity. Fig 1 (b,c,d) shows CLS factor with various DF patterns. 

 

    

(a) Half Concentric Lens (b) α = 0 (c) α = 0.5 (d) α = 1 

Fig. 1. (a) Half Concentric Lens or Geometric Half Circle Window. (b), (c) and (d) Concentric 
Lens Similarity Factor (CLS) with various DF patterns. 

3   Focal Point Extraction Algorithm 

The proposed focal point detection algorithm consists of the following steps: preproc-
essing, initial point localization, intermediate centroid iterative, and focal point selec-
tion. These steps are explained as follows. 

3.1   Preprocessing 

The input fingerprint image is partitioned into N×N blocks (N=16 in this experiment), 
and its directional field of each block is carefully calculated by using Hong’s method 
[13]. For higher precision of directional field estimation at pixel resolution, Bazen and 
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Gerez’s approach [3] is more suitable. The φf(i, j) is a gradient, perpendicular to its 
directional field θf(i, j) in the same block with position (i, j). Then Coh(i, j), coherence 
of directional field, is calculated using method in [3]. The Coh(i, j) is employed as a 
strength of directional field in each block, ranging from zero to one (0, 1). This 
Coh(i,j) value is used to indicate reliability of each directional field. In this experi-
ment, DF with Coh(i, j) > 0.3 consider reliable and use in localization process. The 
rests are ignored. Note that DF smoothing method is not applied in our scheme in 
order to preserve and protect original DFs as possible. 

3.2   Initial Point Localization 

Let xB(i ,j) and yB (i ,j) be a center of block coordinate at column ith and rows jth, re-
spectively. φf(i, j) represents a gradient orientation or an orientation with perpendicu-
lar to its directional field. A linear equation through the center of block coordinate is 

)),(tan(where);( jimxxmyy fBBBB ϕ=−=−  (2)

where mB is a slope of gradient orientation. Our goal is to find all crossings of these 
gradients. However, some parallel DFs or low curvature may spread gradient cross-
ings far apart resulting in focal point’s divergence. Hence a gradient orientation con-
straint between two DFs is defined as 

thresholdff ϕϕϕϕ >−=Δ 21 , (3)

where ∆φ is absolute gradient difference between gradient φf1 and gradient φf2. In 
order to obtain a crossing point from two gradients, the above constraint must be 
satisfied. In experiment, if ∆φ is less than φthreshold = 30 degree (π/6), then a gradient 
crossing point could be calculated. Assume that (xP, yP) is a coordinate of the gradient 
crossing and it can be obtained by 
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To control quality of a gradient crossing point contributed to a focal point, another 
constraint, related to distance between crossing (xP, yP) and center of block (xB1, yB1) 
and (xB2, yB2), is defined as 

1 2B C B C thresholdd d d dΔ = − < Δ  (5)

where dB1C and dB2C are distance between crossing (xP, yP) and a center of block (xB1, 
yB1) and (xB2, yB2), respectively. This constraint helps filtering some overrated cross-
ings, and ∆dthreshold is equal to 128 pixels (8 blocks) in this experiment. 

Once all gradients crossings are calculated, the number of crossings in N×N blocks 
(16×16 in our experiment) is accumulated to create 2-D histogram of crossings as 
shown in Fig 2 (c). Then a center of the maximum block is a candidate for an initial 
point. Note that a number of initial points can be more than one in order to capture all 
possible local maximum points. 
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(a) Original 

 

(b) Gradient Crossings 

 

(c) Crossing Histogram 

Fig. 2. Demonstrate Detection of Initial Point Localization in Crossing Histogram 

3.3   Intermediate Centroid Iterative 

This iterative process is a key of focal point localization and it composes of three 
major steps. Details of each step are discussed as follows. 
 
Step 1: Find Orientation with Maximum CLS 
Given initial point or an initial block, a half concentric lens window is located with 
radius R blocks (6 blocks in this experiment). This window is rotated by 22.5 degree 
step size, with maximum range ± 45 degree, resulting in only 5 orientations as shown 
in Fig 3. Then concentric lens similarity factor is calculated for each step size. If the 
initial point is outside image with non-overlapped area between concentric lens win-
dow and image, iteration will stop. 

 

  

(a) α = 0.6597 (b) α = 0.7626 (c) α = 0.8185 (d) α = 0.8278 (e) α = 0.8069 

Fig. 3. Half Concentric Lens in various Orientations –π/4, –π/8, 0, π/8, and -π/4, respectively 

Step 2: Find Intermediate Centroid 
In this step, all gradient crossings by equations (2) to (5), generated from concentric 
lens window, are calculated. Then an current intermediate centroid, (xC(k) , yC(k)), at kth 
iterative, can be derived by 
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where N(k) is the total number of gradient crossings (xP, yP), created in this kth  
iteration.  
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Step 3: Check Convergence 
Focal point converges when consecutive intermediate centroids do not move in iterative 
process. The ε distance error and focal point convergence condition can be written by 
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To be precise, if distance error between a current intermediate centroid (xC(k) , yC(k)) 
and a previous intermediate centroid (xC(k-1) , yC(k-1)) is less than εThreshold, this iterative 
process will be terminated. Otherwise, the current intermediate centroid is a new 
initial point and iterative process continues (go back to Step 1 again). Note that itera-
tive process has limited number of iterations to 10 rounds in order to protect limit 
cycle situation. The εThreshold is set to zero (pixel) in this experiment. 

3.4   Focal Point Selection 

In general, if convergence condition is satisfied, the focal point is selected from the 
last intermediate centroid of the last iteration. Moreover, step 1 is employed again to 
find maximum CLS factor α which represented the best orientation for the detected 
focal point. Overall flowchart of the new focal point localization algorithm is con-
cluded in Fig 4. 

 

Fig. 4. Flowchart of the Proposed Focal Point Localization Algorithm 

4   Focal Point’s Error Measurement and Evaluation 

Evaluation and error measurement of a focal point must be carefully designed and 
tested because the focal point cannot be visually detected by human eyes then it can-
not be manually marked. Two approaches are proposed for distance error measure-
ment. Then orientation error measurement is also concluded. 
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4.1   Distance Error Measurement 

In general, most singular point detection algorithms compare location of detected 
singular points with manually marked cores and deltas. Unfortunately, a pinpoint 
location of a focal point cannot be manually located because of invisible location. 
However, an expected area can be estimated. Therefore, in [12], the method “A” is 
introduced by linearly projecting an obtained focal point into another fingerprint im-
age with 3 manually reference points. The second method “B” manually projects all 
obtained focal points into one fingerprint image. Both methods are discussed in detail 
as follows. 

a) Evaluation Method A: Approximately Linear Projection Method [12] 
In this evaluation method, three reference points are manually marked around singu-
larity area of each finger, 8 fingerprint images, of all 800 images in FVC2000 Db2a 
database. Then linear projection can be applied to relocate an obtained focal point 
from one image to another image. A location of the focal point is projected onto two 
sides of a triangle, formed by 3 manually marked points [12]. By keeping the same 
projection ratio of triangle sides, the projected focal point can be relocated from one 
image to another image, and distance error can be measured. In Facts, there are three 
possible projection ways by selecting two out of three sides of triangle combinations. 
All possible ways are used and error distance is averaged. Detail is discussed in [12]. 

This method suffered from two major causes; linear projection error and manually 
3-points marked error. Unfortunately, linear projection is not good estimation because 
of nonlinear distortion of fingerprint. Moreover, distance error depends on three 
marked points. If a focal point is inside a marked triangle, distance error is reasonable. 
However, if the focal point is outside the marked triangle, error is not reasonable. This 
method is very useful in case of computerized evaluation for optimizing parameters. 
However, experimental results may not be reliable to compare with other’s results. 

b) Evaluation Method B: Manually Marked Projection Method 
To solve elastic problems in Method A, for each finger with 8 fingerprint images, 
other seven focal points are manually marked into one selected fingerprint image. 
Then distance error can be calculated by averaging distance error between the refer-
ence focal point to other 7 focal points. All focal points are rotated to be the reference 
focal point, resulted in distance error for each reference focal point. Finally, distance 
error from 8 reference points is averaged, resulted in average distance error for this 
finger. Clearly this method should result less error than Method A because nonlinear 
projection error is excluded. Only manually marked error may exist. 

4.2   Orientation Error Measurement 

Orientation error, OE, can be measured by using Liu’s method [8] is defined as 

min{ , }, ,
2 2

P R P R P R
OE

π π
θ θ π θ θ θ θ= − − − − < <

 
(8)

where θP is manually measured orientation from 3 marked points, and θR is extracted 
orientation, referred to the focal point. (The total result of OE will be quantized by 5 
orientations with range ± 45 degree for evaluation in this experiment.). 
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5   Experimental Results 

Experimental results tested on FVC2000Db2A (100 fingers, 8 fingerprints /finger, 
capacitive sensor size 364×256 pixels, 500 dpi) which is also tested in [4,5,6,7,10,11]. 
Accuracy performance comparisons of various algorithms, referred to distance error 
and orientation error, are shown in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively. Computational 
complexity in term of execution time can be compared among limited algorithms 
using Intel Centrino Duo, CPU 1.6GHz, and 2MBs of RAM, as shown in Table 3. 

Table 1. Position Accuracy Comparison of Singular Point Detection Algorithms in each 
Literature on FVC2000Db2A Database 

Distance Error, DE (pixels) Accuracy (%) 
Algorithms 

[0, 10] (10, 20] (20, 40] > 40 Fail ≤ 10 
pixel 

≤ 20 
pixel 

Proposed Alg./Eval.B 668 101 26 5 - 83.50 96.12 
M. Liu et.al. [8] 659 90 25 13 13 82.37 93.62 
T. Liu et.al. [9] 654 91 46 9 81.75 93.12 

Proposed Alg./Eval.A 624 143 20 13 - 78.00 95.87 
Areekul [12]/Eval.B 610 124 44 21 1 76.25 91.75 

Distance Error, DE (pixels) Accuracy (%) Algorithm 
[0, 15) > 15 < 15 pixels 

Proposed Alg./Eval.B 751 49 93.875 
K. Nilsson et. al. [5] 749 51 93.625 

Proposed Alg./Eval.A 730 70 91.250 
Magnitude Standard Deviation (pixels) Algorithm 

All FVC2000 Db2a Database Arch-type Only (144 Archs in *) 
C.H. Park et.al. [4] 6.385 10.690 

*Proposed Alg./Eval.B 7.301 (Means = 6.481) 10.667 (Means = 11. 885) 
*Proposed Alg./Eval.A 9.327 (Means = 10.532) 14.614 (Means = 14.412) 

Table 2. Orientation Accuracy Comparison of Singular Point Detection Algorithms on 
FVC2000Db2A Database 

Orientation Error, OE (degree) Accuracy (%) Algorithm 
[0,11.25] (11.25,22.5] > 22.5 Fail < 22.5 pixels 

T. Liu. et.al. [9] 690 47 50 13 93.647 
Proposed Alg. 521 136 143 - 82.125 

Table 3. Compare Computational Time among Focal Point Localization Algorithms, 
FVC2000Db2A Database, with Intel Centrino Duo 1.6GHz and 2MBs of RAM 

 Average Execution Time (millisecond) 
Process Algorithm in [11] Algorithm in [12] Proposed Algorithm 
Segmentation 26.98 - - 
DF Extraction 13.10 13.10 13.10 
Enhancement 535.72 - - 
Focal Point Localization 30.10 29.52 61.94 
Total 605.90 42.62 75.04 
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In Table 1, our proposed scheme with measurement method B yields the best ex-
perimental results in singular point localization accuracy. However, Table 2 shows 
problem with orientation accuracy of detected reference point. The main reason is that 
orientation is quantized into 5 steps with π/4 apart. Hence accuracy may not be good 
but it can be improved in the near future. Finally, in Table 3, the proposed algorithm 
is compared with two previous algorithms in term of execution time. 
 

   

(a) #38_1  

(DE = 9.53 pixels) 

(b) #38_4 

(DE = 10.72 pixels) 

(c) #81_7 

(DE = 2.07 pixels) 

(d) #81_8 

(DE = 2.06 pixels) 
 

Fig. 5. Good Results from Proposed Algorithm on FVC2000Db2A (DE by Method B Eval) 

   
(a) #22_1 

(DE = 60.64 pixels) 

(b) #69_4 

(DE = 43.55 pixels) 

(c) #100_1 

(DE = 90.93 pixels) 

Fig. 6. Failure from the Proposed Algorithm on FVC2000Db2A (DE by Method B Eval) 

Fig 5 shows good results from the proposed algorithm. Fig 6 reported failure from 
the proposed algorithm. For example, without most-north curve area in Fig 6(a), 
without right-side curve area in Fig 6(b), and low quality core in Fig 6 (c). 

6   Conclusion and Future Research 

In this paper, projection-base method (Focal Point Projection Concept) and template-
base method (Concentric Lens Model) are combined for a new proposed algorithm. 
The proposed algorithm provides fast convergence with high accuracy and good  
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consistency, comparing with other singular point detection methods in literature. In 
the near future, applications of focal point could be proposed for fingerprint classifi-
cation. The proposed algorithm can be further improved by multi-resolution approach. 
In addition, orientation accuracy must be improved and tested with other FVC data-
bases such as thermal slide sensor or FVC2004 with high elastic distortion. 
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